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An artistic clash at Versailles

s illustrated in the article "King of
A
kitsch rules Versailles" (Sept. 11)
concerning the Jeff Koons' retrospect·

•

ive, the current fashion in many mu
seums and historic settings is to have
contemporary artists create a "dia
logue" with the art of the past, propping
up this cliche with an irrelevant artist's
statement
What does that mean? The works have
nothing in common. Maybe Simon Vou
et's ''Justice," "Temperance," "Force"
and "Prudence" talk late into the night
with Koons' lobster in the Mars Salon? If
there is any "dialogue," it is cacophony.
Koons' work in Versailles is jarring
and unpleasant, distracting and de
tracting from the historical setting and
fine art Too bad. A Koons retrospective
in the Pompidou Center would have
been appropriate, amusing and a huge
success.
Ann James Massey, Paris

economy. Though the Chinese govern
ment could blame the world economic
slowdown, these problems are Beijing's
fault With foreign funds pulling out of
China one by one, it looks like the big
dragon is suffering a slow death.
Ling Toh Woon, Selangor, Malaysia

Corporate taxes and tax cuts

Referring to "Tax and Spend" by
Robert Wassman (Letters, Sept 11), the
writer must know that taxing corpora
tions and taxing individuals produce dif
ferent results for the economy. Wasser
man writes as if the two types of taxes
are one and the same, which they are
not Wlille taxing corporations will add
to the price the public pays for most any
thing, taxing the rich has no such affect.
Obama has not proposed raising cor
porate taxe�, but has indicated he would
not make permanent the Bush tax cuts
permanent, which favor the rich.
Making the Bush tax cuts permanent
would cost trillions of dollars over the
four years, money the U.S. can ill
China's changing fortunes next
afford. No future president would be so
he Shanghai market and the Hang foolish as to do this, not even John Mc
Seng index are plunging. Some Cain.
Jerry E. Stafford, Panzano, Italia
thing is clearly wrong with China's
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